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of the group life that comes when boys learn together in classes; the emulation,
friendships, and incitements to success thus experienced by peers in school are
superior to the advantages of private teaching at home. The orator will engage in
public life as an adult; he should learn how to conduct himself in groups early in life.
Beyond the elementary instruction just described, the boys should have a complete
grammar school training which should lay great emphasis upon grammar, composition,
correct speech, and extensive reading of all kinds of authors, including the tragic,
comic, and lyric poets. In addition, Quintilian mentioned music to help train the voice,
mathematics and logic for the methods of proof, training in elocution, and a certain
amount of framatics and gymnastics to promote the graceful use of the body and
effective use of gestures.
Quintilian then devoted Books II-XII of the Imtitutio to the advanced training
of the orator in the ideal rhetorical school. He prescribed in minute detail a thorough
study of written composition and oral declamation, reading of the prose authors, and
the formal theory and practice of rhetoric, including the various types of oratorical
style, delivery, figures of speech, allusions, and analogies. Reading in law, jurispru-
dence, and philosophy was also deemed desirable along with the writing of themes that
were to be as true to life as possible, but his enthusiasm for Cicero's social sciences was
never so great as for grammar and literature.
Like Isocrates, Quintilian was distrustful of the philosophers. He was never so
enamored of Greek philosophy as was Cicero, because he felt philosophy neglected the
study of important everyday concerns for flights into the nonpractical world of
spiritual affairs. The sweep of political, economic, and religious events in the empire
was, however, against Quintilian. His voice was less and less heeded in dispersive Rome,
but his views on education are important not only for what they reveal concerning the
highest ideal of florescent Roman education but also because, when the Imtitutio was
rediscovered during the Renaissance, it became virtually the educational bible for
generations of humanist educators. Particularly influential was his Book X in which he
set forth his list of great books of the Graeco-Roman world. Either Quintilian's
judgment was pretty good, or he persuaded posterity to agree with him.
No other writer of the imperial period approached Qunitilian in the scope or
detail of his proposals for education, but the trend after his time was to view rhetoric
less as a practical or administrative art designed to be a guide to action than a
decorative art to be enjoyed. Quintilian had defined three types of rhetoric. He
obviously favored the deliberative type leading to public decision and the forensic or
debating type involved in the adjudication of court cases, but successive ages settled
for the panegyric type, devoted to laudatory or celebrational occasions.
Dispersion and Imitation under the Later Empire
(Third Century A.D.-Sixth Century A.DJ
From the third century on, the weaknesses of the Roman Empire became ever more
evident. After Marcus Aurelius, the army began to play the major role in raising and
overthrowing emperors; intrigue and counterintrigue on the part of the army and of
the Senate produced a chaotic political situation. The autonomy of local governments
vitually disappeared as the emperors took more and more power into their own

